Abstract-Unlicensed spectrum can be utilized by long term evolution (LTE) cellular systems to satisfy high throughput requirements. In this letter, a regret-based learning aided downlink traffic balancing scheme for licensed and unlicensed bands is proposed while ensuring fair coexistence of LTE-unlicensed (LTE-U) and Wi-Fi devices in the same band. It is further improved with the optimization of energy efficiency (EE) for small cell (SC) and macrocell scenarios followed by an inter-SC interference management mechanism with better performance over the existing literature. Compared to the cases with fixed airtime, up to 8%-10% superior results are shown for the scenarios of EE and rate maximization, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A cellular layout consisting a MC and SCs are considered where the serving base stations (BSs) are represented by mBS and sBS, respectively. UEs served by mBS and sBS are named as mUE and sUE, accordingly. LTE, LTE-U and WiFi devices are served by the same sBS in both LB and UB [1] , [2] where LTE traffic is handled in either bands by both sBS and sUE. Then SCs and sBSs are introduced as Integrated Femto-WiFi (IFW) cells and IFW BSs, respectively. To a sBS in a SC q, q ∈ Q , one sUE and a set of STAs W q are connected where Q is the set of IFW [1] , [2] cells in the MC. STAs are only served through a WiFi interface in UB and there is no separate wireless local area network for them. Only downlinks (DLs) for all the devices are considered [1] except for STAs. For any STA, the DL contends with uplink (UL) in a random fashion.
III. EE THROUGH TRAFFIC BALANCING
The EE of SCs and MC is optimized using a traffic balancing scheme for UB of IFW cells [1] . Usage of the UB in IFW cell q is governed by the fractions of channel times allocated for the sUE and the set of STAs is the path loss of the desired signal divided by the interference plus noise power on subcarrier k in LB from sBS to sUE. Then the received signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR) of sUE connected to the sBS q is given by p
The interference on subcarrier k from an sBS in SC q to a mUE in the LB is kept below a maximum level I q k,L . For the operation of sBS in the UB, a similar set of parameters are defined as k 
A. Problem Formulation
In this letter, two optimization problems are studied for throughput capacity and EE. In the case of LTE and LTE-U, DL is considered where both DL and UL are used in WIFi.
1) Optimization of SC EE:
The objective is to maximize the sum EE of a SC q ∈ Q subject to a set of constrains as:
where P L max is the maximum total LB transmit power for a SC. It is assumed that the inter-cell interference channel gain from the sBS to the mUE m on the subcarrier k of LB h q,k L,m is available for the sBS. The function U(·) is given as U(·) = ln(·) where ln(·) is the natural logarithm function. Similar to (1), the overall user utility given by
, is used for the trade-off analysis without UB PC.
2) Optimization of Overall EE:
The average and individual interferences to a sUE or a STA in a SC q , ∀q ∈ Q \ q, from the sBS in q are measured as
accordingly. The maximum power value P q,U max (l ) for the time instance l of MC is decided by the mBS as P q,U
V is the maximum power allowed for the ULB. The set P q U is used for the PC in ULB in SC q. h q,q s and h q,q n are channel gains from sBS in q to sUE and STA n in q on a mid subcarrier, respectively.Ī q,q max and I q,q max are the maximum allowed total and individual interference power for the selected subcarrier from sBS in q to all the devices and any individual device in q during an LTE-U transmission, accordingly. Average EE in the MC is maximized under a set of constrains as:
Same way as in (9) and using rate functions, average utility U R ,sum , U R ,sum = q∈Q U q R ,sum is used for performance evaluation under full-buffer condition. In the absence of LBT style of channel access schemes, a power control mechanism like this is with a high importance to manage interference.
B. RL Based Approach for Traffic Balancing
developed as a solution for (1) and P q = {S q , W q }, |S q | = 1. is the probability value set for the elements in T C .
The probability of t d is selected for
is the transmit power levels set for the LB subcarriers of an sBS P q,k
. For (9) , the RL game is given as
are picked by q with L G q rounds of G q for a G indexed by l . μ q (l ) is the probability value set for the elements in
• Players: In a SC q two user groups of the UB P q are the players. A game round or an iteration l is played by player i, i ∈ P q . In the MC, IFWs Q are the players.
• Action: The action set A q i is defined for player i of
and λ q ∈ . For the round l, player i is allowed to select his own fraction of transmission time t
i,q d (l).
For the non-dominant player, the time portion t j,q (2) 
. 1 c is the indicator function with condition c. t 
where
and U E,max are the maximum achievable EEs for (12) and (13), respectively. U E,tar is the target EE. Then, according
L G q is larger than the iterations needed for convergence of G q . EE and utility values after convergence are used for G as explained in Algorithm 1. RL belongs to a category in which agents jointly learn their utility while trying to minimize their regret for selecting a given action. Subsequently, a probability distribution over time is built. The interaction among small cells is cast as a strategic game whereby players (agents) minimize their expected utility over time by selecting judicious actions. The used RL algorithm is known to outperform best response algorithms and fictitious play which are based on beliefs, and converge to Nash (under some conditions). In contrast RL algorithms leverage correlation among players actions and converge to the socalled correlated equilibrium.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A MC of radius 700 m with two SCs of radius 20 m situated at two random locations at 600 m away Algorithm 1 Algorithm for EE Optimization 1: Initialization; G:
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if (7) and (8) is set to all the SCs with the same UE and STA densities. For LTE and LTE-U, TDD-LTE [9] is considered and it is assumed that all the STAs, UEs are synchronized in both time and frequency domains with the serving BSs. All the SCs are synchronized with the MC. The maximum WiFi rate is 72 Mbps. t q W is in multiples of 10 ms and it is equally divided among STAs. The remainder is assigned randomly.
In Fig. 1 , results are organized under two categories viz. Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(d) is for a selected SC and Fig. 1(e) to Fig. 1(h) is for the MC. Performance of Algorithm 1 executed in the SC and MC for twot W values are shown in Fig. 1 . Performance results for a SC (q = 1) and the MC. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(e) , respectively. In both cases, the stability and convergence of the algorithms are clearly observed. If the players play according to the adaptive procedure of regret matching game, as time goes infinity, most probably the empirical distribution of the play converges to the set of correlated equilibrium distributions of the game [10] . Further, in the converged regions, high EE values are shown for the high
values. EE performance for the SC and MC is compared in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(f R ,sum and U R ,sum are used as the objective functions, are also included and compared. In Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(g) E,sum and U E,sum are used as the objective function are also included in the same figures. In Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 1(h) , EE outcomes with different STA and UE densities are shown. EE values are also given when the objective functions are U q R ,sum and U R ,sum . Due to effective use of interference management mechanism, better performance is shown for both EE and utility maximization functions for high densities.
V. CONCLUSION In this letter, principles of RL were used to optimize EE of each IFW cell and the MC while guaranteeing coexistence of STAs and sUEs. The concept of traffic offloading and balancing based on transmission times between sUEs and STAs was used for that against ratios of LB to UB. An inter SC interference management criteria was also integrated for the optimization formulas and RL algorithm. EE versus utility trade-off was studied with different parameter settings and it was shown our proposed solution outperforms not only for EE but also for individual SC and overall utility.
